. Introduction to the Manuscript Q
The preserved text of Q does not directly quote the Pentateuch, but reworks it by using it as related stories. Q demonstrates an interest in the wilderness period, and it contains references to Exodus, Numbers, and Deuteronomy. The figure of Moses plays a prominent role throughout the narration. Prior to the DJD edition published in , this text was known as "QApocryphon of Moses C" due to the centrality of Moses. 4 The previous title also indicates that Q was assigned to a collection of texts (Q-) that were already thought to belong together. 5 In the DJD edition, the text of Q was given a new title, "QApoc-ryphal Pentateuch B. " The new title does not merely highlight the key figure of the text but its wider content. 6 The text is interpreted by the editors as a pentateuchal re-narration. In the same way that its first title carried generic implications, the new title indicates that it displays similarities with at least one other text: "QApocryphal Pentateuch A" (Q), also published by VanderKam and Brady. 7 The two texts exhibit common elements. The figure of Moses plays a prominent role in them and they both use the Pentateuch in their narrations. 8 Despite these similarities it is difficult to say how the connection between Q and Q should be interpreted. The texts do not overlap. VanderKam and Brady argue that their portrayal of Moses is different. 9 Given these hesitations, Q is treated as an independent text in this study. 10 
